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Departments announce achievement awards
by Tom Menner
It is that time of year when

outstanding scholars are recognized by their departments.
Below is a partial compilation of
the various award winners.
Chemistry: Adrienne Takacs
and Joseph Bokar won the two
annual Lubrizol A wards which
recognize outstanding scholastic
achievement in chemistry. Other
winners include Diana D'Allesandro who was chosen for the
Undergraduate Award in Analy-

tical Chemistry, which is sponsored by the Analytical Division
of the American Chemicals
Society. Wendy Clark is the recipient of the American Institute
of Chemists A ward.
History: Rita Garry was given
History Scholastic Achievement
Award for having the highest
grade point average in history·
among graduating seniors. New
inductees into the International
History Honor Society, Phi
Alpha Theta, are N ormon

Solomon, Terry Stupika,
Stephen Dobscha, Christopher
Forunato and Jayne Brooks.
Classical
and
Modern
Languages: The department
gave awards to the outstanding
students in each language.
French; Janet Coccaro; Outstanding Scholastic Achievement. German; Mark Kastenholz
and Regina Hunt. Greek;
Maribeth Rossi . Italian; Raymond Greci, Nick Turchi and
Gino Zomparelli. Latin; Richard

U.S. role •1n El Salvador explained
by AI Kumf
"The panel responded that the
present policy is formulated to
insure a region populated by
stable governments. Governments that are favorable to the
United States. The panel added
that the United States does not
seek either economic or military
solutions in Latin America but
one solution that encompasses
both." (a paraphrase of the Us
War College Panel's summation
of American Latin American
Policy appearing in the Carroll
News, April 13, 1983).
"People who choose to live by
the sword can expect to die by
it.'' (Jean Kirkpatrick in a speech
quoted£ in the New York Times
where she justifies the
systematic slaughter of Salvadoran leftist leaders and implicitly perhaps, all Salvadoran people who would close ranks with
the left, or fight the repressive
military government in El
Salvador).
Jean Kirkpatrick's sardQnic inversion of Christ's injunction
against violence, aside from
demonstrating the moral bankruptcy of the Reagan administration's defense policy, echoes
the cold, brutal tone of American
military policy in El Salvador, a
country named for the Savior. In
this desolate moral Golgotha,

perhaps the spirit of the Savior cratic process, and in "their"
expired with Archbishop government. It is necessary that
Romero, Jean Donovan and the a general political backdrop to
Maryknoll sisters. Churches are the elections be given. First a
tullet-riddled by American goodly portion of a genuine
automatic weaponry, weapons democratic constituency in El
carried by the pervasive Salvador, educators, social
Salvadoran militia. If the spirit reformers, priests and sisters,
of the Savior still lingers here, it had been driven to find refuge in
trembles in the silent prayers of the Left, out of fear for their
the "campesinos " that the lives, and out of a hopelessness
bellies of their children be filled that democracy was viable withwith the milk of some remote in the oligarchy-run, militaryplenitude; in their dreams of the dominated government of terror.
manna of justice; in the despe- (The point made here is not that
rate hope they might wake from the Left is a viable alternative to
the living nightmare. A more fit- the military junta. siuce much of
ting name for this barrens might the alliance is comprised of
be El Diablo, since t he Reagan Marxist organizations, but that
administration sees only the a major portion of democratic
Manicheaen specter of global proponents were driven into
communism hovering above the compact with the Marxists.)
jungle highlands; since the Whatever "rag-tail" democrats
night blood-rite of Roberto remained within the Salvadoran
D ' Aubuisson 's death-squads mainstream backed Napoleon
spares neither mother nor child; Duarte, the then current presi·
since glistening American dent and Christian-Democratic
bombers, manned, one assumes, candidate. The other candidates
by Salvadoran pilots, shower represented the landed oligardeath on mountain villages chy, the five-percent of the
thought to harbor revolutions. populace which controlled
ninety-five percent of the counRonald Reagan proclaimed try's wealth. (Some of this class,
that democracy in El Salvador which represents the brutaliza·
was born with the "free'' elec- tion of the Salvadoran people,
tions of 1982. He interpreted the have comfortable villas in Miami
substantial voter turn-out as a Beach and ties with American
gesture of the Salvadoran peo- corporate interests). Although
ple's faith in the living demo(Continued on Page 6)

'Polish Phoenix' to be shown here
by Pat Corrigan
At 7:30p.m. on Monday May
9, John Carroll University will
host "The Polish Phoenix" in
Kulas Auditorium. The presentation, for which there is no admission fee, is seventy-five
minutes long and promises to be
an interesting display of
Poland's rich culture.
The presentation, which was
commissioned by the Natiomtl
Endowment for the Humanities,
is reputed to be the most extensive of its kind in the world. Over
16,000 photographic images
were collected by a production
team from the University of
Pittsburgh during a two month
visit to Poland in the summer of
1979. The excursion to Poland
involved visits to more than
fifty cultural institutions, in-

eluding the National Museums
of Warsaw, Poznan, Krakow,
and Wroclaw. It is notable that
the vast array of material was
made available through the
cooperation of the Polish
Ministry of Culture which
removed all photographic
restrictions from its valuable
artworks and treasures.
According to the University of
Pittsburgh's Russian and East
European Studies Program
bulletin, "The Polish Phoenix
derives its impact from an extraordinary synthesis of pictures
synchronized with musical
themes drawn from Polish folk
music, liturgical, classical, and
contemporary works, and is accompanied by a historical
narrative.''
Dr. Wallace J . Kosinski of Carroll's History Department takes

responsibility for securing the
presentation to John Carroll. Dr.
Kosinski explained that the
Polish Phoenix is being sponsored by the Cleveland Society,
which is a group of professional
men of Polish descent who
organized themselves in order to
promote "principles of Americim
citizenship and the ideals of
Polish history and culture."
The Cleveland Society has a
long history of supporting John
Carroll, and has generously
made it possible for the people of
Cleveland to view one of the best
presentations available on
Poland. When asked about what
could be expected from the
presentation. Kosinski emphasized that he was "sure that
you won 't hear a polka. because
its not Polish music." So, don't
miss "The Polish Phoenix."

Knoblauch. Russian; Michael
Ritchey. Spanish; Joan Altemus
and Kathleen Kajfez; Outstanding Scholastic Achievement.
Physics: William R. Miller won
the Lawrence J. Monville, S.J.
Award for the outstanding
secondary senior physics major,
and Michael R. Kusner was
presented the Joseph L. Hunter
Award for excellence in Physics.
Lubrizol Award winners in
physics are Michael R. Ritchey
and David Kubinski. Monville
scholars for 1982-83 are David
Kubinski and John Szente.
Education: The Outstanding
elementary student teacher is
Mrs. Wylene Green and the
outstanding secmidary student
teacher is Mr. Richard Merkel.
Fine Arts: The winner of the
Walter Friedlaender Memorial
Award in Art History and
Humanities is Michael Samardyke.
Sociology: The Senior A ward
for the highest academic record
in the Sociology department
goes to Sonia Polcharski. Winner of the annual Alan Zeaman
Award for the Junior with the
highest average in sociology is
Mary Ellen Gates. ~,~~~-

Political Science: The Outstanding Political Science
A ward is presented this year to
John F. Corrigan.
Psychology: Richard Martin
and Mariano Krebs both were
recognized for scholastic excellence in Psychology.
Military Science - Many
cadets have been recognized this
year by various organizations.
Commandant of Cadets Conrad
Dreby, Professor of Military
Science A ward, George C. Marshall A ward; David Clark, Commandant of Cadets Award;
William Wunderle, Most Improved Senior, ROTC Instructor ·
Group, Cleveland Grays Award;
Theodore Wootan, VFW Post
3362 Award; William Stotzner,
Jr., Most Imjproved Junior,
ROTC Instructor Group; Donald
Ashley, National Sojourners
Award; Karen Mackell, Mary R.
Bohannon A ward, Daughters of
Founders and Patriots of
America.
Philosophy: Two students,
Denise Green and Brother
Aaron Ambrose, have been
recognized for outstanding
achievement in philosophy with
the Paul A. Johnson, S.J .,
Award in Philosophy.

Drake seeks assistants

Computers fill summer
by Lawrence Van Wie

From the first week in June till
the third week of August the
large lecture room in Grasselli
Library will be converted into a
microcomputer teaching lab.
Twenty microcomputers for students and one for the instructor
will be installed. With two
students per computer, a maximum of 40 students will be
accommodated.
Early last fall a group of JCU
administrators and faculty met
with ·representatives of Cleveland Public Schools and of the
TRW Corporation to determine
in what wlly John Carroll University might assist in bringing
computer literacy into the city
schools. As a consequence of
many subsequent meetings a
number of programs have been
designed. These include:
1. A ten day workshop in computer literacy for primary school
teachers
2. A four internship wherein
the primary school teachers
work with children in the microcomputer laboratory
3. A ten day workshop in computer literacy for secondary
school teachers
4. A four day internship
wherein the secondary school
teachers work with children in
the microcomputer laboratory
5. A five day workshop in computer literacy for school principals
6. 'A one day workshop for

school principals in the use of
microcomputers
A participant may take any of
those programs for credit
through the Departme!lt of Education, JCU.
Added to these are non-credit
programs run ti-A.fough the Department of Continuing Education at JCU. These include:
1. Five two-day 'computer
days' for city school children to
be held on two consecutive
Saturdays for ten weeks
2. Two three-day 'computer
days' open to the general public
3. Two two-day workshops for
clergy
4. Two two-day workshops in
the use of LOGO, a method used
to teach children to write
programs
The microcomputer lab will
also be used by the JCU Alumni
during its reunion days in June.
The Sohio Corporation, TRW
Corporation and Martha Holden
Jennings Foundation are assisting in financing the summer
programs.
All this activity is under the
direction of Father Roy Drake,
S.J., Director of Planning at
JCU and project administrator
of the Center for Computer
Literacy, recently funded by the
Cleveland Foundation. Over 600
participants will be served by
the ·programs.
Father Drake is presently put(Continued on Page 7)
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On to Summer days
by Janet Jirus
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Letters to the Editor
Membership counts
To the editor:
This letter is in response to an
article which appeared in the
CarroU News last week, "The
Heights are Alive with Music."
·More specifically, I would like to
respond to Christopher Trunk's
statement that he "can count on
one band the total membership
of the Geramn Club, Italian
Club, Spanish Club, Afro·
American Club, and several
sororities."
Being a newly revived
organization, the Spanish Club
bas bad (like many other organi·
zations) a difficult time in in·
creasing membership. However,
those that have worked hard this
past year can proudly say that
we have
v
a tron
organization of at least 15
dedicated members. Although I
realize that our membership is
not overwhelming, I strongly
feel that it is better to have 15
active members rather than 50
members who join merely for the
purpose of being able to list
extra-curricular activities on
their resumes. As the old adage
goes: it's quality, not quantity,
that counts.
Also, if Mr. Trunk would have
done a little research before mak·
ing his statement, he could have
easily learned that the German
Club has over 30 members, and
the Italian Club 15 members.
· Certainly be should have found
out the facts before making such
assumptions.
Just how many fingers do you
have, Mr. Trunk?
Kathleeen Kajfez
La Asociacion Hispanidad

German Club

benefit of all interested parties.
Finally, the German Club aids
the Modem Language Department in its presentation of "Ger·
man Day", a program offered to
area German-language high
school students in the spring, all
among other sales, picnics, and
the like.
Der Deutsche Ring is a proud
group of people whose love of
thier shared German heritage
molds and instills in each and
every member a sense of togetherness unmatched by many
Greek organizations, not to mention other clubs on campus.
All of the members of Der
Deutsche Ring therefore de·
mand, for the sake of their
honor, an apology from Mr.
Trunk and suggest t hat in the
future he check his facts more
thoroughly before carelessly
writing and publishing statements that are false.
James F. Gerbic
President, Der Deutsche Ring
and Timothy A. Tabor
Treasurer, Der Deutsche Ring

Many Thanks
To the Editor,
On April22, 1983 J .C.U. made
its mark at the annual meeting
of the Ohio Section of the MAA.
My presentation was a mar·
velous success and I would like
to recognize the major contributors without whom I could
not have performed as well. I
would like to thank every faculty member in the math department who took time out (even on
weekends) to answer or clarify
problems I was having. I would
like to thank the computer
center who made multiple copies
of my program (over 1200
pages!) in a moment's notice so
that I could bolster my presen-

tation with handouts. Thanks
for all the tutoring I received in
getting my computer program
to where it is now (Bob, Paul,
SWC, Suzanne to name a few) .
Thank you to my faculty advisor, Dr. Schneider, for the
many suggestions to smooth out
the " rough edges." It was the
difference between ordinary and
fantastic . Finally, I want to
sincerely thank the outstanding
support I received from my student friends in and out of the
department. Your overwhelming
support last Thursday really
prepared me more than you have
realized for Friday's presentation. Thanks Foxette for helping
me when I came down to the
wire and listening for an hour t o
material that may never be ap·
plied to Political Science.
The weekend 's fruits are as
m ch yours as-t hey are anyone's
and we can all be proud of a job
well done. I would highly en·
courage all math majors to consider going to these meetings
and present topics as a traditional event. It is really quite exciting to be able to represent
your school among all others and
come out on top.
I 'll also take this opportunity
to. congratulate the neuroscience
department on their equally suc·
cessful weekend lectures given
by students from Carroll. I can
fully appreciate the time you all
must have spent with your advisors to once again affirm John
Carroll's national acclaim in
neuroscience. Bravo!
One again to ' all, THANKS!
P.S. (What Difference Does It
Make? Question answered)

Music notes
To the Editor,
The April 27th edition of The
(Continued on Page 31

The first week of school is now
like a dream. E veryone was run·
ning around crazy trying to get
the daily routine of Fall '82
organized . Freshman, half
scared, half confused, walked in
a quiet daze in the direction that
older students told them to,
while old friends laughed and rejoiced that they were together
·
a gam.
Organizations were also get·
ting underway, such as this one,
the school newspaper. That first
day is now like a dream too.
When I walked into the office
and was appointed News Editor,
I had no idea that it would mean
me being the Big E two weeks
later.
The Big E . At first it was fun.
I loved every minute I devoted
to this newspaer. However, to
write off the entire year as a
" loving" experience would be a
lie. I would label the experience

a "positive growing experience."
In other words, I learned a lot
about jounalism, about others,
and about myself.
The toughest problems I faced
were those Letters to the Editor
that did not always say such
nice things. Occasionally a letter
came in giving thanks or an expression of appreciation, but its
the dirty laundry mail that
struck me the hardest. To future
letter writers: Keep it in good
taste.
All of the people who joined
the staff, from all different races,
religions, ages and majors ,
proved that people can make
things work when their minds
are put together to do something. Being editor, meant making many new friends ; both on
and off the staff.
And now I must say goodbye
to this dream. Oh, I 'll recuperate
well this summer.
I want to wish fellow students
the best of life in personal
endeavors.

Editorial recollections
by Pam Grunberger,
Managing Editor

As I write this, my last Carroll
News editorial, I cannot help but
recall the events of the soon-to·
be-past academic year. It has
been my privilege to serve on
The Carroll Ne ws s t aff a s
Managing/Editorial Editor. I
only hope all Carroll N ews
readers gained a lit tle something
from my weekly articles; I know
I have grown by writing them.
As the Spring Semester ebbs
away, my thoughts tum back to
editorials ... "Take Two Aspirin
And ... " expressing concern
about the tragic Tylenol-related
deaths. . . " Respecting and
Selecting" relating the honor

due to parents and the choice of
friends . .. supporting the prohibition of Quad use in " The
Grass is Always Greener" .. .
stressting student commitment
to and involvement in campus
organizations in " The Decision
is Yours " . . . associating the
troublesome economic sit uation
with increased physical health
activities in "Economics and Exercise" ... promoting our fine
university in "Take Pride in
JCU Comnnnrity". . . "No
Angels on thi~ Judgmen t Day "
humorously describing the first
day of a class ... matching bad
snow storms with foul attitudes
in "Adverse Weather Brings out
(Continued on Page 3)
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Senior week plans finalized
Attention all seniors the week
you've been waiting for has been
planned with fun. friends, and
celebration in mind. "The Rally
Before the Grand Finale," has
been chosen as the theme for
Senior Week 1983.
The week begins Monday,

May 23, with a white water rafting trip at Ohiopyle. Tuesday a
Scotch Doubles tournament and
cook-out will take place at
Grantwood Golf Course followed by an evening cruise on the
Goodtime II. The week continues Wednesday with a picnic
on the football field where the

From the BoHom of a Seniors' Heart
by Tom W ancho
During my four years on this newspaper,staff, my articles have
been consistently buried in the rear section. However, a very important event is occuring in every Seniors' life in a few weeks
hence - graduation. I feel this warrants a move up in page
numbers.
Most of us will be glad, some sad. We'll tell each other that
we'll keep in touch, and then we'll end up not seeing one another
until our 25th JCU reunion. So goes it.
·
But while we are tossing our caps into the air, hugging each
other silly, and laughing and crying and carrying on, let's not
forget those who made it possible for us to come to Carroll, namely our parents. So for all of those who will forget, let me take
the privilege of thanking those two people who are very dear to
each and every one of us.
· Thanks, Mom and Dad, for the phone call we sometimes needed. Thanks for the care package, the shipment of food from home
when we just couldn't stomach SAGA for another day. Thanks
for helping with expenses, be it books, room and board, tuition
or the month's rent. Thanks for coming up for Parents Weekend
and seeing bow ,I live. Thanks for being you and letting me be
me. Thanks for understanding when the grades and attitude were
low. Thanks for the encouragement and prayers. Thanks for giving me the opportunity to call you Mom and Dad, for your encouragement, support and love.
Sincerely,
Your Son/Daughter

senior picture will be taken.
Wednesday evening Kmieck
gardens will be the setting for a
bar-be-cue and plenty of music
for dancing. Bring bathing suits
and suntan lotion for Thursday's
trip out to Dover Lake where
watersliding will be the main activity. A banquet has been
planned at Manakiki Country
Club for Thursday night. An ex·
ceptional meal and dancing is
assured. A final afternoon of
soaking up the sun, playing
volleyball, and being with good
friends will take place behind
Dolan on Friday afternoon. To
end the week the Cleveland Club
Alumni will host a party for all
graduating seniors in the SAC
circle tent.
Senior Week packages are being sold in the SAC lobby from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sales will continue through Friday, May 13,
with package A costing $65.00,
package B, $45.00, and package
C, $25.00. Package information
is posted in the SAC lobby.
Housing for the week will be
available for $1.00 a night plus
a $10.00 security fee. Sutowski
Hall will be used for the seniors
and a limited amount of room is
available so early sign up is
encouraged.
Seniors, get ready for a week
you'll never forget. This is the
last time to get together with
friends at John Carroll and party before the big day in May.

An Editorial Reply
(Continued from Page 2)
the Worst"... cautioning
"Don't Misconstrue the Benefits
of Breww" ... reminding fellow
students to "Live, Love, Laugh,
LEARN" in college ... and
spreading ''Congratulations"All
Around" to many whom merited
recognition ...

Letters tQ the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
Carroll News contained a wellintentioned and necessary plea
for increased student support of
JCU's Chorale and Band. The intent of Christopher Trunk's
earnest exhortations, however,
was regretably overshadowed by
several errors which, either
through the author's ignorance
or editorial laxity, riddled his
article.
First, his characterization of
the Band as an elitist group (due
to the necessity of possessing
both musical talent and expensive equipment) was a gross misrepresentation. Since it is highly
unlikely that the author deliberately wished to equate the John
Carroll University Band with
Hitler's Luftwaffe or any similar
organization infected with an
elitist mentality in the actual
sense of the word, I presume the
adjective that Mr. Trunk was
groping for was elite.
In addition, several members
of the Band were offended by
Mr. Trunk's
denigration of their
While

Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane?
Then check out Marine Cqrps Aviation. The training
is superb. 1be challenges are unique. Your ticket to
fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the

Call.yaur. Officer Selection. Officer
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Granted, these pages have
held their share of controversy
this year. Yet, through everything, it's gratifying to know
that Carroll News readers do
care. Thank you for allowing me
to supervise this forum, and may
these pages continue to demonstrate your concern.

(2l6} .52p-4268..

it is true that an ensemble lacking proper instrumentation is
denied the luxury of allowing
sheer numbers to cover or compensate for its mistakes, need
the Band's mistakes have been
labeled "glaring" while the
Chorale's inadequacies were condescendingly brushed aside?
Finally, the superiority of the
Chorale implied by Mr. Trunk's
observation that its members do
not "waste their time playing to
empty chairs in Kulas" ad do the
members of the Band particularly incensed many members of
the very organization that he
sought to boost.
In short, the members of the
John Carroll University Band
appreciate any effort to spur increased support for their performances, but Mr. Trunk's article,
suffused as it was with unnecessary and journalistically irresponsible misrepresentations,
should never have gotten past
the editor's desk.

NaaqGneaud
nlverslty

and
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Man Of The Year
by Bryan Loos
Features Editor
As promised, the editorial
board of the Carroll News has
chosen that person whom
they've found to be the most in·
fluencial person this year on
campus life and on the people involved with John Carroll. Much
thought went into this decision.
From our nominees, all of them
very worthy of the recognition,
the staff has chosen its 1982-83
Carroll Person of the Year.
This year, considered by many
to be "the year of the Streaks",

K of Csays
''Thanks''

~~ -
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Travel Almost

FREE

C.llfonda
Florida
Arizona
Other States

Call 449-5751

Classifieds
BUSINESS
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Dissert.stions.
Manuocript.s, 'fl~Mee. Papers. Reasonable rates.
Call 442·7868.
SUMMER HOUSING Law Students would like
to sublet apts. or rent homes for the summer.
Coot.set Annette Hotz, 696·3989, Ext. 2638.
NEED YOUR WATCH Repaired? low low rat.es
call Rit.s after 6:00p.m. at942-6187.
MONTESSORI TEACHER'S Aide for school
year beginning September '83 '. RA.Iiable. honest.
person of integrity wbo desires work of service
with young children. Silt hours per day. Wil.l
train. Send resume to Montessori School 2441
F'enwich Rood Cleveland, Ohio 44118.
HOUSE FOR SALE: Mint condition. raneh
style; 3 bedrooms. storage barn, 1 ~ ear garage:
feneed·in yard, losds of storage space. Located
in Collinwood Area - quite street · IS minutes
from campus. 540.600. Csli Pat Brickman
(Hiltop). Phone: 289-2445.

Besides leading the Blue
Streaks basketball team to its
frrst PAC championship in 22
years and its first trip to the
NCAA Division III playoffs
ever, Coach Baab did something
more - something not found in
his job description. He pulled the
Carroll community together
when it needed it the most.
Packing the gym for every
game, the fans became an impor·
tant part of his plan - his "sixth

man," as he referred to them.
Foro the opening.warm-ups till
tlfe final buzzer, Baab and his
Streaks gave the fans a game
well worth their time, enthusiasm, and a reason to keep
coming back game after game.
Says sports writer, Tom Wancho, "He is the architect of the
zaniness that has become John
Carroll basketball."
He, in short, gave JCU just
one more thing to be proud of.
For this, Coach Baab, we salute
you. Congratulations - the
whole campus is behind you!

Man of The Year,
Coach Baab

Tom Gannon, director of
the physical plant, has announced that, a week after
commencements, all locks
still on the Ad building
lockers will be cut off if not
already removed by owners.
This action is in preparation
for the planned refurbish·
ment of all lockers there. A
directory is being planned for
all lockers, which will be
assigned on a first-come, firstserve basis next year. This
will provide a means by which
mail and messages can be
received by locker-holders.

ENGINEERING/SCIENCES

CONSIDER
THE ADVAN l*iES OF

The Knights of Columbus
would like to thank all the
students, faculty and administration, and the ~hoppers at
Fairmount Circle and Cedar
Center for their donations.
Through their generosity the
K of C was able to raise $155
for the foundation for mentally retarded.

-

was also the year for Coach Tim
Baab, our many of the year.

Lockers must\
be stripped

WORKING FOR YOUR

-

The Army is looking for 1983 graduates in
Engineering and S.cience disciplines to serve as
commissioned officers. For those who qualify, this
program could be an important step toward a
rewarding career- in or out of the Army.
You've worked long and hard to earn your
Bachelor of Science degree. A commission in the
Army is a good way to use your technical expertise while gaining valuable supervisory
experience. And the opportunity is available now!
An Army placement offic_er will be on campus soon to discuss opportunities and qualifications with those .about to receive degrees in
Engineering or Science. Contact your department
placement office to arrange an appointment.

Pe<110nal

If you have lnst .ometbing. You may find it at
t.be LOST AND FOUND CENTER at the
Cashier's window in Service Center.
Dear Timmy, I'm not going out with Cbumbly
Signed Temessee
Dear Carol, Why did you pick as fragile as mine
to play with? Please call me soon girl of my
dreams!

(call collect)

Lt. Col. Joseph Sarakaitis

Capt Donald Hill

216/687-1617
216/522-4932

ARMYOFFICER•

..lEA' LlDU CAN BE.
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criticism and help was totally appreciated. Thanks also to the
whole Carroll News staff
especially Joe McCrank and
Mary Beth Juvoek. I owe a huge
debt of gratitude to Matt Conway, Pete May, and Tim Tabar
for all the help they gave me involving their organizations.
Thanks also to Vince Murdock
my proof reader, Jill Nicklas and
----:;:;:;;;;;:::;::;;::;;;:::;;;;;;::;::::;;~;;;;;=;:~;;:;;;;:::;;;;;;;;::;,;;;~~;;;;:;;;;;;:;;=;;;;;;==;----~ Jill Schonaerts, the best typists
any one could ask for. I'd also
like to thank Father Sabo, Mrs.
Del Bane, and Mrs. Russo·
Krouse for all their help and
words of wisdom.

by Carl Fillichio
Dear Readers,
This is the last Carroll News of
the year. It has been our duty to
inform, entertain, and evoke
some sort of emotion from the
students. The purpose of The
Lighter Side has been to keep
you informed of the social
aspects here at Camp Carroll. At

times I tried to make you laugh,
sometimes you did, sometimes
now. Anyway, it's been a great
year and I had an excellent time
reporting all of your merrymaking. When writing a column
such as this, communication
with others is vital. There are
many people I wish to thank you
who made huge contributions to

this column.
Thank you Janet Jirus, for
your endless support and dedication. Janet was instrumental in
getting the Lighter Side back in
the paper and was a huge help to
every member of the Carroll
News. Tom Menner, one of the
hardest working persons I have
evet met. Your journalistic

On a personal note I'd like to
thank Thomas Holmes, a fantastic B.B. and my idol for life.
Cathy Kovach, who attended
every social function this Campus has ever hosted (that makes
six "mentions"). Well, I'm beginning to sound like a high school
year book, so I will stop now.

Alumni
Activities
The alumni office has announced summer outings for
students from the Chicago
and Pittsburgh areas.
Chicago folks are invited to
join the John Carroll Alumni
for a night at Second City.
This event will take place
July 16 at 8:30 p .m. For
details call Don Brown at
(312) 861-2821. Reservations
must be made by June 21, so
Act Now!
Pittsburgh people will have
an opportunity to see the
Bucs in action June 18. Pittsburgh Alumni invites all
students to a Night with the
Pirates. For more information
call John Baron at (412)
921-7100.

A~ ERlJCaMN l'l:;lO..cllal'
IIICHAIO Gill ...._.. rNIISk'f •
"'lfNNUSS"
~to"'Or~btRCHAQOSV\.BERT • ~d~ RCHARDH. tQ..N AS.C. · ~~ tcBTHAOOIS • ~.,. LM MJ'ICARSON&JMMcBAIOE
~D\'MARTIN£~. ~ov.JMMc:IIRtOE. ""'-din~~ """"btOEt.l.JX;fe .. a.orr ~ ....... ,
J . .TMCfta . ,
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OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 13 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

FOR YOUR REAL ESTATE
& INSURANCE NEEDS CALL:
F. ERIC JOCHUM
Class of '83

261-2422
261-1845

Frank .1. Jochu1n Realty
residential I commercial sales

:;erving eastern Cuyahoga & Lake counties
Member:

CAMLS
LCMLS

' -Notary Public

F. ERIC JOCHUM INSURANCE
*HOME

'*A T

' *LI E·*···.··

One last word to all Seniors.
Congratulations, hope you
always have fond memories of
your life here at the Camp remember to always kick it out.
Looking forward to: Der
Dutsche Ring (The German
JClub) is sponsoring the annual
"Volkswagon Olympics" tomorrow, May 5th from 3:00-5:30 on
the Quad. Cost per team member
is $7.50.
Last word to the Ladies: Gals,
don't forget that the Iota Chi
Upsilon party roses is planned
just for you this Saturday, May
7. Do come
Oh and by the way: Magoo and
Tex (Last of the west side Irish)
once killed a cowboy at the Colonial Boy Tavern just to watch
him die. Go Gimp, Hi Swaz!

RACE SAILINI
CREW NEEDED
Experienced preferred

Call Tom: 932-9979
or at 921-3148

Carroll News
preps for Fall
The Carroll N•ws wiU have
an organiza ional meeting or
all persons interested in working on the staff next year.
Positions are available in
photography,
layout,
business administration and
in editorial areas. The
meeting will be held Tuesday,
May 10 at 9:00 p.m. in the
Carroll News office on the
gym balcony. Those unable to
attend but are still interested
can contact Jim Mahoney at
491-5324.

WANTED ••••
FALL '83 SOPHOMORES & JUIIIORS
Are you interested in getting your
career off on the right foot?

If so, we can help you by placing
you in one of the following
management positions:
• ASSIST ANT BUSINESS MANAGER
• ASSISTANT ADVERTISING MANAGER
No business experience necessary ...
Only the ability to talk with
people and the ambition to succeed.
On-the-job training will be provided.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: CONTACT
BOB at 491 -4398 or visit the
CARROLL i 7WS office, located in
the balcony of .t.he gy,m. ·.
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A requiem: YleW
of El Scllvador
(Continued from Page 1)
Duarte garnered a considerable
majority of the vote, if we can
believe the accuracy of the votecount, the other candidates
formed an alliance which drove
Duarte, the "people's choice,"
from power and raised the oligarchic"hatchet-boy"
D'Aubuisson, the man who was
intended to become president, into that position. Another factor
which should be considered with
regard to the election is that the
Salvadoran people were largely
coerced into voting since, had
they not participated, they ran
the risk of being accused of
being "revoluciones." The official stamp which they received
on their citizens' identification
cards signified their compliance
with the "democratic process."
It also gave them the legitimate
"right" to "legitimate" a
government antagonistic to
their very existence.
The
elections
gave
D' Aubuisson and his policies
political legitimacy in El
Salvador. One of the first things
he did when he came into power
was to publicly threaten to
murqer Duarte and the remainder of his democratic constituency. D' Aubuisson alo put
an abrupt halt to the land-reform
movement, whose feeble beginnings coincided, through Ameri~an coaxing, with Duarte's presihacy. Dean Hinton, American
~mbassador to El Salvador,
soon announced that the second
phase of the "land-to-the-tiller"
program, where "campesinos"
would actually gain control of
parcels of land, would be indefinitely suspended, since it
represented potential destabilization of the Salvadoran economy. A definite concession to
D' Aubuisson and his cronies.
D' Aubuisson continued his
maniacal ranting, and Washington, together with "reasonable
men'' within the military and the
oligarchy, decided that he was
not "a favorable" promoter of
Salvadoran "democratic process" both in America and at
home. The reluctant D'Aubuisson was coaxed into keeping a
"low-profile" and, in strictly a
INTELLECTUAL
SOFlWARE
PRESENTS

sHr~LSAJ

on the

by Jonathan 0. Kantrowitz,
J.D.• Harvard.LawSchool

Comprehensive com·
puter-asslsted instruction. featuring automatic timing. scoring.
branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.

Apple, IBM PC disks:

$195.00
Available exclushlely from:

r~JQ~·~

5 Chapel Hm ortve
Fairfield, CT 06432
1·800-232-2224 or
(203) 335-0908

public relations move, replaced
by the "eminently respectable"
Salvadoran banker, Alberto
Magana. D' Aubuisson was still
the brutal soul of Salvadoran
policy while Magana was his
stage-mask. The Devil was a
gentleman.
The current promotion of a
resuscitated land-ref-orm movement as confirmation of Salvadoran "democratic process"
must be looked at further, within
its particular contexts. Firstly,
it must be understood that in the

Salvadoran economic system, death-squads.
where a few hands hold all the
Every six months, Ronald
· IY summons up
we al t h an d where "democracy " Reag an re fl eXIve
is a meaningless word, redistri- the charade of land reform, as he
b ution of Ian d is a utopian fan- summons up arb"1trary, meantasy. The oligarchs have par- ingless figures indicating the
celled out land allotments to decrease of human-rights vioselect campesinos, not in mag- lations by the Salvadoran
nanimous concession to "demo- military, as he summons up the
cracy," but rather to promot.e an fitful awakenings of "due proimage of conciliation, through cess" in the unresolved case of
Washington's coaxing, to win the missionaries' deaths, to
over American public opinion justify renewed military aid to a
peasants have become singular lawless, brutal regime. There
marks for the night-terror of the have been no real attempts on

his part to curb human rights
violations. There is just that
·
fervent d emand for
refleXJve,
more military aid so that the
M arXIsts
·
may be d efeated. We
have, he proclaims, a strategic,
if not a "moral," obligation to
support a brutal government
which conducts a two-pronged
war, a campaign of terror
against the "campesinos," and a
counter-offensive against the
Left. Both phases are necessary,
since, where an unrepresentative
(Continued on Page 7)
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!.!. '~~ .!~~!!,~~!!,w I Computers fill summer

(Contiuued from Page 61
of a suneal
hate it ...
regime exists, everyone poten- not plotted with bishops and this has also betrayed us into the
tially threatens its stability. The knights, but with butchers and hands of freedom-hating men at
logical extreme here is that generalissimos and ruthless home. " The second consequence
where the "enemy" is phan- capitalists on the one side and of the morality of militarism, as
tasmal, pervasive mass exter- fanatical Marxists and revolu- MacLeish states, is our brutalimination becomes the inevitable tionary guerillas on the other zation, our dehumanization and
solution. This is the soulless, side would be more apt to depict reduction to naked wills-tosavage war our president is pro- the situation in Central America. power in a global arena of animal
moting in El Salvador. Robert Reagan's morality of military terror and retaliation. In a world
White, Jimmy Carter's Am·· strategy may have destructive teetering on the verge of anbassador to El Salvador, foresaw consequences f9r us. One, the nihilation; in a world purged of
that the only solution to the loss of human values, the erosion reason, of dialogue, of human
Salvadoran problem lay in a of moral conscience. Archibald principle; in a world fevered with
negotiated settlement, the MacLeish, the poet and humani- obsessive militarism (and, espeestablishment of a stable tarian, in a rather remarkable cially in relation to El Salvador,
democratic center. Reagan chose essay written in 1948, "The Con· the rhetoric has grown more in· ly as a gang quest of Amen"ca," wr1"tes that cendiary lately) ; we are near to
to see the Left srmp
of Soviet-inspired Marxists. His our adoption of a policy of reflex- plunging into the madness of
solution, then, could only be ive anti-Communism, matching war. If we involve ourselves in
military and, along with the brutality with brutality, has war in Central America, perhaps
Salvadoran government, he has betrayed our democratic, hu- the final consequence of miliconsistently refused to negoti· manitarian values. He says that tarism will come, what we msy
ate, on equal terms, a settlement in continuance of the strategic secretly crave, our self-destrucwith the Left. Neither has he morality "we have found our- tion. And the mad Cassandra of
tried to woo back the democratic selves not once but many times doom will have been proven
component of the alliance.
in the pa8fTour years, befriend- right: "People who choose to live
Rather than a game of ing those who hate the revolu- by the sword can expect to die
dominoes,
perhaps
. _
tion
by _
it."_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,
_
_ _....;;_....;;.
_the
_metaphor
__:._ _
_of
_the
_individual
_ _ _ _as
_violent_ _ _· _

THIS SUMMER .••
TAKE THE HEAT OFF FALL

(Continued from Page 1)_
ting together all the courses,
ordering the equipment, the software, the textbooks and other
curriculum materials. He is also
looking to hire student assistants to work with him on the
programs. If you have e.x·
perience on a microcomputer and
want a summer job, see Father
Drake.
'
"This is not a money-making
venture," said Fr. Drake. "I look
on this series of summer programs
as abuilding.
community
service
and image
Every
Uni·
versity has a responsibility to
the community where it is
located. The great need for computer literacy in the schools
urges us to get involved. We
have developed a good working
relationship with the Cleveland
Public Schools and look forward
to further program design to
provideopportunities
professional for
development
their
6,000 teachers."
Bert Holt, Director of the activities between the schools,
universities, and corporations in
the Cleveland District, commented on the summer pro-

Recruiting

.GRE • GRE ·PSYCH • GRE BIO • GMAT
PCAT • OCAT • VAT • MAT
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENT$ •ACT
TOEFL· MSKP ·IIAT'L MED BOARDS •VQE.
ECFMG • FLEX·• IIAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • IIURSIIIG BOARDS
CPA • SPEED READIIIG
Flex•ble Programs and Hours

~-H.

MPUIN

Visit Any Center and See For Yoorself
Why _We Make The Difference
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Eduutional Center

491-8228
The Shak.e r House
3700 Northfield Rd.

Centers in Major US Cities
Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canada

In Akron Call

e2o-1se4

~mlntormation About Other ·Cet.-er~ In More Then 105 Major US Citiea & Abroad

OUJ'SlDE N.Y. STATf; C.ALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

5/5 Washington National In·
surance, all majors, must be able
t o relate to people and be willing
t o work.
5/5 Mass. Fin. group, see placement office.
5/6 Household Fin. group, all
bus. majors.

Campus Activities
Thursday
S. U. movie - Raiders Of The
Lost Ark at 8:00 in Kulas.
Friday
Little Theatre Production of
Little Me" at 8:30.
S.U. Movie- R,aiders Of The
Lost Ark at 8:00 in Kulas.
Women's Tennis - State
Tourney.
'Party in the Park'
\
. Saturday
Little Theatre Production of
nLittle Me" at 8:30.
Highschool band festival in
Kulas.

grams, "Efforts being generated
by JCU and the Cleveland
Public schools to develop a precollege and college educational
partnership is noteworthy.
Students will be provided educational opportunities to take
courses which directly enrich
their current academic work.
Principals, supervisors, and
teachers have the unique oppor·
tunity the des.ign courses in.
cooperation with JCU staff that
meet specific needs in subcontent and methodology. Hopefully this training for staff and
students at JCU will assist them
in their quest for educational
excellence."
In the fall the microcomputer
lab will be disassembled. Ten of
the computers will be loaned to
faculty members who will par·
ticipate in the Computer Literacy Program for university
faculty. Some of the remaining
computers will be sold at reduced prices to faculty and
students. Others will be placed
in the new microcomputer lab
being installed in the library.
More information about this new
facility is forthcoming.

Baseball-1:00 at Oberlin (2).
Sunday
Uttle Theetre .Productioa of .
"Little Me" at 8:30.
S.U. Movie - Raiders Of The
Lost Ark at 8:00 in Kulas.
Mass Of Thanksgiving, 6:30
p.m. on the Quad (in Kulas Auditorium in th event of rain), sponsored by the John Carroll
Knights of Columbus and Cam-

pus ministry.

Off Campus
Wednesday
Pianist Nancy. Bachus will present a free program in CSU's
University Hall at 8:00.
Friday
"On The Corner" will make its
debut appearance in CSU's Sundown Jazz series at 4:00 in the
Main Classroom Building Auditorium.
Tuesday
Trio Bariano's Concert at the
Cleveland Music School Settlement, 11125 Magnolia Drive, at
8:00.

,-------------------~------~,

!

l

$3.00 OFF

valid to September 30, 1983 I
I MEN and WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS

I
I

I.

INCLUDE SHAMPOO
STYLE CUT
BLOW DRY

I
I
I
I·
I
MAN -STYLE
I
I"
1 13893 Cedar Rd. - Cedar Center Plaza

I

.

Coupon must be presented

I"Call for Appt.

Tues. - Sat.

321-9574

L----------~-----------~----~
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'83 season marks turnaround for the Streaks

Carroll tennis ''#2'' and trying harder!
by Tim Cavanagh
Despite three individual conference champions, the Blue
Streak tennis squad couldn't
overcome Case Western Reserve
University in the Pac tennis

championships. The team lost by
two points and finished ahead of
Allegheny in second place.
Although the weather was not
particularly cooperative, the fan
support on Carroll's home courts

Baseball keeps winning edge

bolstered the team's confidence.
By the end of Friday's matches,
Carroll had not lost a match and
trailed Case Western Reserve by
a mere point. With continued
rain on Saturday morning, the
team travelled to Mill Creek

Racquet Club, near Randall Park
Mall, with enthusiastic and am- singles, proceeded to destroy
bitious hopes. When the semi- last years conference champion
finals had ended, Carroll had six Jim Drougas, 7-6, 6-0. At
finalists and added hopes for a number two singles, Roy Hall
first ever PAC crown.
defeated the number one seed in
Rob Wentz, at number one the tournament to win the championship. Finally, both Wentz
and Hall, ending a perfect
season, defeated Hiram's powerful doubles tandem. Despite
brilliant individual performances
from Jeff Mauer, Marc Raia, and
Bob Gonnella, each lost close
matches in the semi-finals. Dion
Kiernan, captain and lone senior
on the squad, ended his John
Carroll tennis career with two
respectable second place
trophies. At the number two
doubles position, Mauer and
Raia lost a hard fo~ght contest.
Junior and three year letterman,
Bob Gonnella battled not only
tough competitors but he was
also hampered by a lung infection. However, he made it into
the finals in third doubles with
his partner, Dion Kiernan.
Rob Wentz in reflection on the
year was enthusiastic that each
The fast hand of senior Bill Urban can barely be seen in this pic- member of the team contributed
ture taken earlier this year on his way to an impressive 1.8 ERA points. He commented that
against PAC opponents. Bill is also the subject of this week's "each player was as valuable as
"Sports Feature."
the other." Although the final
strong Allegheny and Case assured of accomplishing their score showed CWRU with twenWestern Reserve will both see primary goal of defending their ty points and John Carroll with•
few changes in their starting PAC title. Next year also would eighteen, the season results
appear to hold much promise but could foreshadow a conference
line-ups due to graduation.
So, after a season plagued by looks as if it will provide an even championship with the loss of
poor weather which made it "dif- tighter race for the conference only one player, captain Dion
Kiernan.
ficult to develop a consistant crown.

Streaks to field outstanding progr·a m in spring
by Dan Krane,
ning style that brought them to
Sports Editor
this point.
With their season quickly comLosses to graduation at the
ing to a close, the '83 Blue conclusion of this year will be
Streak baseball team is clearly in great but hopefully not serious.
a dominating position in the Of the three seniors on the team,
PAC penant race. A split double- one is Bill Urban whose fast pitheaders with rival Allegheny ching hand racked up a 1.8 ERA
leaves them with only a pair of against PAC opponents and
rain-postponed games standing threw the first no-hitter in JCU
between them and out right pos- history last year. Though he will
session of the PAC crown for obviously be difficult to replace,
three of the last four years.
Schweikert feels many of this
Since their conference opening year's younger pitchers will be
day defeats to Case in April, the ready to fill his shoes sufficientStreaks have battled back to ly enough to keep pitching the
first place by taking seven of Blue Streak forte.
Also missing will be seniors
eight from PAC foes. Coach and
Athletic Director, Jerry Mark Schroeder who helped
Schweiker, is very pleased with greatly in the hittings departthis turn of events "not only ment and Rich Glass who
because we'll keep the penant capably manned the demanding
but because it puts Carroll in position of catcher this season.
great shape for the (PAC) All- All things considered though,
Sports trophy. "
three is not that terrible a loss
Mathematically, the Streaks and assistant coach Ken Krsolocould afford to lose their last vic is optimistic about the com~~ doubWleadec against
plete return of both the starting
Thiel and still beat out infield and outfield.
Allegheny in both departments
It would seem that the Streaks
though it would certainly be will need all the help they can get
nicer and much more certain if next season t~efend their prothey could continue in the win- bable PAC title as already

type of play" according to
Schweikert, the '83 Carroll
baseball team seems almost

Tracksters look to '84

· by M. McCuen & T. Dannemiller
The 1983 John Carroll track
team finished their season this
past weekend by participating in
the PAC championships at Case
.. Western Reserve. The team
finished fifth in the competition
which was won by CarnegieMellon with Allegheny finishing
second. The combined strength
ol CMU sprinters and
Allegheny's distance proved to
be too much for our Harriers.
Despite the wet conditions at
Finnigan Field, JCU made a
good showing in the hurdle and
sprint events. Jim Lee won the
llO meter high hurdles with a
time of 15.7 seconds, while Luke
Baum finished third in this same
event. In the intermediate

hurdles, Tim Nash and Tim
Gebhardt scored points with fine
performances.

In the sprint events Tom
Catanzarite finished fou.rth in
the 220 and 100 meter races. The
400 meter relay team of Dan
Schodowski, Bob Gerbic, Joe
Stadnicar, and Catanzarite made
a third place finish.
Also, in the mile relay race,
John Dufford, Mark Lund, Nash
and Catanzarite finished fourth
with a time of 3:31, while Mark
Vivien came in third in the
discus. However, the finest performance of the day was turned
in by Pat Porter who remained
undefeated in dual events for the
season. Porter pole/vaulted 13

Sports Trivia
The origin of ice hockey has been traced to games of field
hockey that British soldiers in Canada during the 1860's
mistakenly played on frozen lakes and ponds. After l'ealizing their
error, the name "ice hockey" and official rules were invented in
1879.
That's right but, then again, no one ever did say much about
the intelligence of most British soldiers or hockey players
anyway! If you have any comments about this week's "Sports
Trivia," call the Carroll News office (4398) right away.
If you're one of the first twenty to call, your name will be
entered in a drawing for absolutely nothing at all, unlike Jim
Kearns who received a Blue Streak spring athletic package when
he ,k.newthat the A~ericans almost missed the 1896 Olympics
whep they fa.Qed to re~e that the Grecian calendar was thirteen days faster than their own.

feet 4 inches tying a JCU record
and also defeated the champion
from the past three years.

rr:=======================~
The Nation's Largest Bar Review

barbri
(a subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich)
announces preparation for the NEW LSA T

LSAT/GMAT

BAR/BRl's LSAT program features:

Overall, the team finished 2-4
in dual meets which were only in

preparation for the most important PAC finals. By improving
on their seventh place finish in
1982, the team anticipates more
improvement in 1984 with all lettermen returning and a
freshmen class that has shown
great potential. Dan Schodowski
states that "our team is improving and as things stand we
should be a contending force in
PAC track and field next
spring.''

• Classes Taught by Attorneys
• Free Admissions Counseling
by Attorneys
• LSA T Practice Essays
Critiqued by Attorneys

• Free Exam Anxiety Workshop
• Question & Answer Clinics
• Complete Tape Library
• Free Written Course Guarantees
• Free Pre-Law Seminars

(BAR/BRI's GMAT course begins next semester)

ENROLL NOW AND SAVE $100!
For lnlormotion ond o free brochure. coli BAR / BRI ot :

(216) 781-9718 (Cleveland)
or: 1-800-221-LSAT
or wr1to or visit:

OHIO aAR/UI Profe11Jonol Te1tlng Centers
33 Public Square, Suite 914
Clewelond, Ohio 44113

CLEVELAND FOOT CLINIC of the
OHIO COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
The Center for Foot Care in the Heart of Cleveland's Health Community
Our Experienced and Specially Qualified Clinical Faculty Offer
Complete Diagnosis and Treatment
•
•
•
•
•

General Foot Care
Children's Foot Clinic
Foot Surgery
X-Ray
Corrective and Supportive Devices

•
•
•
•

Sports Medicine
Geriatric Podiatry
Physical Therapy
Consultative Services

FEES ARE BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY
Complimentary Foot Screenings March 19, April 16, May 14
10515 Carnegie Avenue at E. 1Q5th Street
231-5612
Free Security Pa'rk[ng in Rear
Building .
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away'' with Superstar competition

IBG's
by Jim Berklan
Last Friday when the track
had cleared and the final scores
had
been
tallied,
the
Brotherhood of Iota Beta Gam·
rna was celebrating its second
consecutive Greek Superstars
Championship.
The IBGs outdistanced their
nearest competitors by 26
points. The final team scores ran
as follows: IBG - 193, Iota Chi
Upsilon- 167, Phi Beta Phi82, Iota Phi Theta - 45, Alpha
Epsilon Delta - 33, Sigma Delta
Kappa - 13, and the Universi·
ty Club- 4.
The competition began with
the football events. Mark Tupa's

(IXY) 54-yarder and Jeff
Gangidine's (IBG) 49-yarder
sewed up .the top two spots in
the punting category. Next,
Mike Kochis (IBG) easily won
the passing contest with a
60-yard heave. Mike Nussbaum
(l.~) pliic~d second. The placek1c~g saw Larry Blum (IBG)
outdistance John. Dempsey
(IXY) with an event winning
51-yard boot.
Next, Jeff Wile (IPT) took first
place by beating Jerry Patriar·
ca (Betas) in lightweight arm·
wrestling, and in his only match,
Joe Czekaj (Betas) beat Bob
Hager (IXY) for the heavy·
weight crown.

In foul shooting, Mark Lopez
(IPT) took first place with his
24/25 shooting eye. Mike Ander·
son (Betas) and Tom Wancho
(IBG) earned second and third
place honors.
For the 4 x 25 swimming relay,
Iota Beta Gamma brought home
the gold with the team of Mike
Znidarsic Martin J. Barr Jim
Donahue.' and anchorm~ Bill
Loftus. In the Individual
Medley, Mark Pophal (AED)
placed first. A strong comeback
gave John Reedy (IBG) second
place.
The first day came to a close
with the weightlifting competi·
tion. 138-pound Mike Ryzner
(Betas) won the event with a lift

Sports Feature

Carroll's
by DeeDee DeGidio
Bill Urban, co-captain of the
1983 baseball team, has been
playing baseball since he was
seven years old, and he's been
pitching since he was nine.
.,.:'My dad was always a sports
fan and I kind of picked it up
from him," says Bill. "I probably have to say my dad's been
my biggest influence. He's
always been there to support me
and that really helps ... Both of
my parents have always been
there to support me. They put a
lot of mileage in driving to all the
games.''
He speaks proudly. of his
parents and of his five-year-old
sister, Mary Beth. He is from
Painesville and attended Paines·
ville Riverside High School,
where he was captain of the
baseball and basketball teams

~·fast

pitching hand"

and where his baseball skills
allowed him to make first team
AU-Conference.
Bill then came to John Carroll
and has earned three varsity let·
ters and also made first team
All-Conference last year.
After playing baseball for
almost 15 years, anyone can
guess how much he enjoys the
sport. But why does he like to
play?
"It's different from all the
other sports,'' this senior athlete
states convincingly," in that
every pitch is sort of like it's a
new game in itself. There's so
much more to it than a lot of
other sports because of all the
strategy involved ... You know,
like in football, if John Carroll
were to play Ohio State, there's
no way that they could ever com·
pete with them, but in baseball
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NAVAL AVIATORS
TRAIN IN FLORIDA
.. . AND FLY ALL
OVER THE WORLD.

that's not true ... If you have a
pitcher that's really tough4Qn a
certain day, Division III sports
could compete with Division I
sports.''
"It's really an interesting
game," Bill continues. "There's
always so much going on, you
know. I think people that don't
enjoy the game really don't
understand it."
Other impressive statistics for
Bill's baseball career include
throwing the first no-hitter in
JCU history against Bethany on
4/14/82 and ranking second in
the league with a 4·1 record and
ERA of 1.8 in PAC games only.
Other than spending a lot of
time with his girlfriend, Bill says
he doesn't have a lot of spare
time to do many outside activi·
ties right now. He's busy with
just trying to graduate with his
major in Accounting, and he
puts much of his time and efforts
into his R.A. duties and his
baseball playing.
Bill feels that this season was
kind of disappointing in the
respect that the Streaks goals
were set a lot higher than what
they actually achieved. Down
south, they played top teams,
and then coming back home, the
team was rained out for a month
and this set them back. He says
with confidence, though, that
they will most likely win the
conference.
If the Streaks do win the con·
ference, their fans will certainly
owe a lot of thanks to the fast
pitching hand of 128, Bill Urban.

of 280 pounds. His fraternity events, however, were all the
brother Drew Huff took second IBGs.
place, while a pair of IBGs, Dave
Tom J oly and Tony Szczesuil
Styka and Pat Wallace, placed (both IBG) took firts and second
third and fourth, respectively.
places in the strenuous bike race.
At the end of one day of com·
Mean~hile, Dave Pratt (IBG)
petition the top three teams captured first place in the gruel·
stood: IBG - 68, Betas - 51, ing, two day racquetball com·
and IXY- 49.
petition. He beat Joe Mersol
The IXYs made strong show· (IPT) in three games.
ings in the first three events of
On the track, Marty Joseph's
the second day. They won the (IBG) 4:50 mile placed him at the
tug-of-war, and Tim Hutchinson head of the pack. In the 440 yard
won the golf event. Mike dash, Mike Schmidt (circle K)
Rosenberger (IPT) grabbed se· won with a time of 56.7 seconds,
cond, while Tom Croft's (IBG) which was just .2 seconds
comeback third shot landed him quicker than Drue Carney (IBG),
third place.
who grabbed second place.
Two IXYs, Tim Donahoe and
With a championship in sight,
Mark Jacobs, also placed first the two days of competition endand second in the obstacle ed on a climactic 100 yard dash
course. Close on their heels were for IBG fans. Craig Eldridge
Jim Poponick and Chuck (IBG) showed the bottoms of his
Garofalo (both IBG) in third and shoes to the rest of the field as
fourth place.
he streaked to victory in 10.5
At that point, the IBG - IXY seconds. His fraternity brother
point gap had narrowed con· Ken Brown grabbed second
siderably. The remaining four place.

Netter's key to success
by Tim Cavanagh
With a conference championship at both fi-rst singles and
doubles and a possible bid in the
NCAA Division III national
championships, Rob Wentz has
reason to be satisfied. He
defeated last year's PAC cham·
pion Jim Drougas from CWRU
three times this year and lost
only one conference matclt.
A native of Lyndhurst, Wentz
started his collegiate tennis
career at Kent State. However,
due to budget difficulties, Kent's
program was cut. Wentz, a sociology major whose grades and
study habits have improved at
JCU, feels he gained valuable experience by playing Division 1
tennis. "In the MAC 1 learned
about not giving up and thinking about each point," he said.
Because of his friendships with
Carroll team members, Roy Hall
and Jeff Mauer, Wentz became
interested in JCU's tennis program. It can be safe to say that
Coach Tony DeCarlo was more
than interested in Wentz and his
atletic skills. By summertime,
Wentz had enrolled at John Car·
roll and began the motion of putting Carroll .near the top of the
conference in tennis.
At 5'8" 155lbs., his body size
doesn't detract from his bril·
liance on the court. However, an
ankle injury almost knocked him

out of the line-up earlier this
year. By taping the ankle each
day, Wentz remained active and
continued playing and teaching
tennis. As an assistant profes·
sional at Mill Creek Racquet
Club, Wentz spends nearly twen·
ty hours a week on the courts.
Personally, the hard work paid
off. But despite the two con·
ference championship tropb.ies,
there is till some frustration
because of the team's second
place finish. Rob believes that
the weekend was a half-win and
half-loss." With this modest at·
titude, Mr. Wentz believes next
year will be different. In a determined expression he predicted,
"with our experience and at·
titude, we will get the team title
next year," And who is to argue
with that.

Rob Wentz ... the key to the '83
netter's success.

Lady nettf!rS end at 5-4

Women's tennis produces a winner
If your goal is to become o professional. you owe it to yourself nat to overlook any opportunities that will help you
reach that goal. THE NAVY PILOT (20/20 vision is required)
is the finest in the world, flying o variety of sophisticated high
perfmmonce aircraft. THE NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER (vision
correctible to 20/20) is the quarterback of the Naval Aviation Team with wide-ranging expertise from stole-of-the-art
Dolo Processing to Moster TactiCian. If you ore o coftege
graduate. or are within 3 years of graduation. wonting to get
your feet off the ground and .earn over $30.CXX> o year
within four years and attend the wood's most prestigious
flight school. can us at:

NttNrd

ttNI~ION

CAlL .COLLECT, {216) 676-0490

by Gracie O'Rourke .
On April25, the women's Tennis Team closed their season
with a winning record of 5·4. According to Coach Kathleen Manning, this team was John Car·
roll's strongest team ever!
"We've never'had skill like this
year. The girls are all-around
good players with alot of depth."
The team proved their
strength by -not only shutting
out Lake Erie College 9-0, but
also fighting Division I school,
Cleveland· ~ta~ to a narrow
defeat of 4·5.

Ann Oakes, 11 singles player
-transferred from Notre Dame
College last Fall. Although Ann
didn't know what to expect from
collegiate competition, she turn·
ed that anticipation into energy
to successfully complete her
season with a 5·4 reeord.
Teri Johnson, 16 singles
player, also finished with a win·
Ding season of 4·3. Looking back
on the season, Teri especially en·
joyed the good rapport among
th~ team. "I tend to play better
wh~ID I know the rest of the team
is cheering for me.''

14 singles, Karen Judy agrees
with Teri Althi>ugh she liked the
support of the team, Karen wish.:
ed more students had come to
the matches. Karen, who finish·
ed her season with a 5-4 record
says she is "looking forward to
another year of fun."
Coach Manning, too, has high
hopes for next year. With the entire squad returning and the ad·
clition of new freshman talent,
Coach Manning believes that
next year could pol}sibly be.th~
Lady Nette~s· . champi9nsQip
season.
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WE PLAGIARIZE ALL THE NEWZ THAT WE CAN STEAL

You Are here

Camp Carroll

-Carroll
At a press conference late Friday evening, former editor-inchief Janet Jirus announced liquidation of all assets of the Carroll News. Such action is being
taken to finance what could
possibly be the largest lawsuit in
John Carroll history.
The National Atheist Enquirer
has filed a 1.5 million dollar
plagiarism suit against the Carroll News.
The cause of the suit is not
one, but several incidents where
the CN has lifted stories directly from the Enquirer without
any permission or even
acknowledgement. In response

to this, Jirus exclaimed, "Oh,
well! Turn out the lights, the
party's over, kids."
· Attorney representing the claimant is Eric Little from Chicago,
Illinois. Little, whose favorite
color is blue, remarked, "It's not
the principle of the thing. We
just want the money."
As a countermeasure, CN has
hired consultant Vincencio Murducci to dig up any dirty laundry
on Little. In an exclusive interview, Murducci stated, "This
Little is nothing but a big bluffer. I've worked with him
before."
With such a heavy load on her

e.,s Sued-

shoulders, Jirus appeared to be
taking the entire situation quite
well. She estimated that· "The
Carroll News has approximately 25 dollars, some typewriters,
a real nice desk with locks and
everything, our answering
machine, and, of course, a woderful life-size pro trait of myself."
When asked how she expected to
come up with the rest of the
money, Jirus quipped, "We've
got some PROSPECTS."

Aikey Memorial A ward for his
complicity in the deed. The
award was then given to Carl
Fillichio, the person who always
does his best to improve student
awareness and appreciation of
all the significant newsmakers.

When asked how he felt Fillichio
replied "What do you think?!?!
This university would be
nothing without me and i:ny
Lighter Side!" The president
wholeheartedly agreed.

University officials, unfortunately, failed to see any humor
whatsoever. Yesterday, President Thomas O'Malley stripped
Joe McCrank of the Jennifer

Students head new organization
by Pedro Cencimilian
The sixties are long gone, but
some students on campus absolutely refuse to accept that
fact. In fact, one such group is
forming a new organization.
Heads for Higher Education, Pi
Omicron Tau, has recently been
granted a charter by the Student
Union.
Their
services
include
establishing an alcohol rehabili·
tation program here at John
Carroll.
Faculty adviser Dr. W. Bong
stated "The purpose of POT is

to discourage students from
drinking excessively by making
dope seem as attractive as
possible."
While there has been some objection to the group, most
teachers and administrators
welcomed them with open arms.
One professor exclaimed, " it's
about time! This school has endured enough violence and maliciousness hy drunken vandals."
He added that "if POT is successful, we won't have any more
worries about students being
rowdy, or students thinking, for

that matter. "
Plans are in progress right now
for an all-campus party this fall.
According to POT president
Quay Lewd, the theme of our
party will be "This Bud's for
you!"
Lewd also emphasized that
POT was extremely concerned
with the situation in El
Salvador, "we're not isolated
from the world like other
organizations." He added, "to
show our confidence in El
Salvador, we are going to purchase all our 'party supplies'
from them."

Newly elected executive council of Heads for Higher education
pose for Carroll News. "Hey, all the way, U.S.A.!"

Carroll News urges boycott of finals

Saga to experiment with ne:w
forms of protein in meals
next year. Story inside.

The temperature has begun its
ascent up the mercury, the days
are getting increasingly longer,
and once in a great while, the sun
makes a cameo appearance. This
fact is quite obvious to all
- students, yes, even those on the
Carroll News.
Since we are in a position with
great power, we have decided to
take action against the tyrannical administration that is oppressing us, the student body.
Allow us to explain our case.
When the sun is shining, and the
thermometer is hovering around
70, anyone composed of flesh
and blood wants to enjoy the
magnificence of nature. Unfortunately. "They say these officials were not made by man

TRIVIAL SPORTS
What is the name of the captain of the U.S. Olympic Karate
Team?
If you think you know his or her name, you could win this
week's super sports prize, the entire Cleveland Cavaliers Basketball team. All you need to do is be the first person to call the
Carroll News office with the correct answer (or anything that even
vaguely resembles the correct answer) and you could be a winner just like lucky Pricilla Frailbody. Pricilla was the only person to know that Monty Python made the sport of mosquitQ
hunting with a flame-thrower popular world-wide. For this, she
·bas won a whole week of football training with none other than
the Cleveland Browns football team. So jump on the bandwagon
and be a winner, too. Remember, the only way to win is to enter.
The winner will appear in next week's issue.

and woman alter downright way
of creation.'' Because of this, no
quarter is given to students who
think that the beauteous forms
of nature can teach as well as a
professor lecturing in a windowless chamber. These
students suffer unmentionable
iniquities, the least of them being failing grades, for occasional"'
ly missing a class.
This maltreatment has enraged us at the Carroll News,

arid we wiU not permit it to continue any longer. We are organizing a giant boycott to be staged
during finals week. We are
strongly urging all students whq
care about their rights as human
beings to boycott all of their
finals and join the demonstration on the Quad instead.
Our goal in staging this protest is to try and pressure the administration into establishing
new policies concerning atten-

dance. Our demands are very
simple. We want all classes on
nice days canceled regardless of
what the professors have
planned.
We are optimistic about this
boycott and we hope students
are concerned enough to partici·
pate and show the administration who runs this school. Protect your rights and boycott
finals.!
......

We shall not pass this way again
Anonymous
And it carne to pass. Early in
the morning toward the last day
of the semester, there arose a
great multitude smiting the
books and wailing. And there
was much weeping and gnashing
of teeth, for the judgement day
was at hand and they were sore
afraid for they had left undone
those things which they ought to
have done, and there was no help
for it.
And there were many abiding
in the dorms who had kept
watch over their bqoks by night,
but it availed them naught. But
some who were there rose peacefully, for they had prepared
themselves the way and made

straight the paths of knowle9ge.
And these were known as "curve
raisers."
And the multitude arose.
And they
breakfast.

ate a hearty

And they carne unto the appointed place and their hearts
were heavy.
And they carne to pass, but
some of them repented of their
riotous living and bemoaned
their fate but they had not a
prayer. And at the last hour
there carne among them one
known as the instructor, and
they feared him exceedingly. He
was Qf diabolical smile, and he
passed papers among them and

went his way.
And many and varied were the
answers given, for some os his
teachings had fallen among fertile minds. Others had fallen
among the fallows, while others
had fallen flat. And some were
there who wrote for one hour,
others for two, but some turned
away sorrowful, and many of
these offered a little bull in hopes
of pacifying the instructor, and
these were the ones who had not
a prayer.
And when they finished, they
gathered up their belongings
and went their way quietly, each
in his own direction, and each
vowing unto himself in this manner: "I shall not pass this way
again."
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Lighten up on us
Dear Editor- ·
I am fed-up to my stretchmarks over all the Murphy fat
jokes the paper prints. You have
brought my cellulose to a boil
with all this stuff. I am sick and
tired of being laughed at and
mocked-out! My wing of Murphy koops Aurora Pizza open
with our business and what do
we get for this? - warm Tab!
Something must be done. Why
don't you start ragging on the
Millor she-males or the Sutowski
sows?! S~p. stop, STOP! I want
to eat in the snack bar in peace.
I love the candy machine and I

A real editorial
by Daisy Gyro

think Corky & Lenny's is
fantastic.
LEAVE US ALONE!!
Carole Johnson

-Classified AdsPERSONAl.
I will pay 50% of the cost of a hit·man for the
Chern. prof. of your choice.
-a for-mer pre-med.
LOST:A new automatic Seiko women 's watch.
if found please call 491·4398. REWARD.
FOR SALE: new automatic Seiko women's
watch. must sell quick! Cheap! Call 666·7272.
Today 's the first day of the rest of yoW'
life ... unleos of course, you're dead.
LOST: AU forms of nOI'mal reasoning. sane think·
ing. and logical deduction. If found. please con·
tact the Philosophy dept.

Poop~~~boonMhlqme~~~·~~meD~~~wdoos~fu~~~ptt~g-------------------------------~

sued?" Well, I say, it's nothing. You know this type of thing has happened to me

be:::~pose
that once you've been sued, the second time it just doosn't phase you
as much. Anyways my daddy is a big-wig lawyer and all anyways, so I can rest you

N 0 t h i.n g I i k e i t !

assure that daddy can get us out of this one, too.
---"""!'------------~-----------------Other kids ask me if I'm go~g to be the Big E again for the CN. Well, chances
by Curly Grunberger,
Co-ed /tor
are I won't be coming back next year. Daddy has to leave town on business for a
year or two. He's going to Guatamala. I'd ~ll you all about it except that I'm not
Just a few final thoughts as I prepare to relinquish my most distinguished posireally sure, except that is has something ~ do with the FBI.
tion on the Bored of this here publication, The Carrollnewz...
You want ~ know what else? Last night ~ the Rat this gruesome guy with the
There is nothing like: ... the face of a kid eating a Hershey bar ... being closed
sickest tooth and Jots of Lauren af~rshave on asked me why I printed that dumb out of that course section taught by Professor Piece-of-Cake or Dr.
Demented ... waiting all evening for a call from that certain creep whom you really
military article anyways.
wish would drop dead ... cramm~g all night for a mega-exam only to discover you
Well, you know, I says, remember that letter to the editor that cut down the CN had read the syllabus wrong ... stepping in freshly-spit green chewing
quality and its content? He didn't remember he said cuz he never reads the paper. gum ... washing your ~ige Polo swea~r with red sweat pants ... bringing the wrong
So, I ~lls him anyways, and I'll ~lls you too. Its this way. We print all sorts of things book to class ... waiting until the night before the project is due to decide on your
from other magazines and newspapers. All of my editorials have boon heisted from topic ... t~g "Argumentation and Deba~" while carrying 18 hours credit ... buyold CN's kept in the old morgue-a-roo. Do you think that I really knows bows to wri~? ing Ziggy cards just because you think bald losers are sexy ... getting your hair cut
Heck no.
much too short ... "blanking out" on an Accounting Exam ... receiving your longListen, this qurer thing has taken me five days to write out. My roomie, she just distance phone bill ... forgett~g to "Spring ahead" one hour for Daylight Savfinished rewriting this thing anyways. I never know what type of junk and stuff to ings . .. short shooting your roomma~'s bed while s!he is still in it ... playing "Killer"
say. It's irrelevant.
when Dynasty is on TV in the Rat ... being trapped in a racquetball court becauee
Oh year, that gruesome guy I was telling ya about, his buddy asks me how were the door handle has just disintegrated in your hand ... selling elevator tickets to
going to pay off the Reporter if we Jooze? Well, I says, the University says its still naive Freshmen . . . Blue Streaking .. . finding a current book in Grasselli
"considering its available sources." I'm not sure what this means anyways. Daddy Library ... drinking machine coffre ... mailing letters without stamps ... smelling
says not to worry about it. I'm not coming back next year anyways.
fish throughout Bohannon Science Center ... losing your ID card ... re-arranging
Harry Gauzman's furniture ... exploring the tunnels under the Quad ... blowing off
Well, this was a great position to be. I hope everyone likes this first truely written class only to run into the ~acher later that day ... depending on Cleveland
editorial by me. Sorry if the school gets in trouble about the law suit and all, but weather ... writing tidbits for The Carrollnewz.
I just didn't know that we weren't allowed to print stuff in the CN from other
newspapers and magazines. I just didn't know.
College life, ain't it the grea~st? Someday we'll look back on all this and laugh
and laugh and laugh. For now, lotsa luck on finals and such. Y' all have a great summer!
Well have a good summer. If you happen to be in Hilton Head this summer, stop
by and say hi. We'll go out or something. Chow guys.

Sports writers needed
by Tom Wancho
So you want ~ be a sportswriter? Well, to enter this eli~
profession, you must first
master a firm grip on the stately art of writing cliches.
It's easy once you get the hang
of it. What follows is just a
sampling of the prose used by
sports journalists all over" the
US of A.
- Brad Cantwell galluped 87
yards, tightroping his way down
the right sideline and plunging
the last two yards to paydirt.
- John Colombo tickled the
twine for 37 points last night as
Carroll chewed up the toothless
Gators from Allegheny by a
63-49 margin.
- a hole so big that you could
have driven a truck through it
(an all-time favorite).
- Pacak connected on that
radar shot from just outside
Grasselli Tower.
-The s~g ~am splashed to victory last Wednesday,
drowning Allegheny in the
process.
- And the most overused proverb- "M~gives 110% every

game he plays."
Got the hang of it yet? Eventually, you tend to write your
whole story in the cliche lingo
(just ask my editor). The
paragraphs fall together and
mesh like clockwork, or, as the
saying goos, like a fine Swiss
watch.
''With the offensive line opening up holes that rivaled the
Grand Canyon in size, Cantwell
was able to dance through a
maze of would be tacklers. The
Streaks, aided by the pinpoint
passing of sophomore standout
signal caller John Rybarczyk,
demolished the Bisons from
Bethany.
The defense crumbled the
CYO-like attack of the Bisons,
whose speed matched a herd of
hogs, not buffalos. Nick
D'Angelo, who is always the
first man on the field and the last
one off, gave 110• in this team·
oriented victory.
As Mark Schroeder's last extra
point split the uprights, the feel·
ing around Wasmer field was
that the pigskinners were for
reaL"

Basketball is much of the same
thing. Just look.
"Mike Kochis, who leads the
t.eam in floor burns, gobbled up
13 rebounds to help lead the
streaking Streaks to a team
record 11th straight victory.
Case Western Reserve had a
severe case of 'Spalding
Forhead' after the contest, being
injected with the disease by
Mike Carswell, who played
above the rim for much of the
night.
Jim Pacak dished out 13
assists, feeding his hungry teammates with thread the needle
type passes, many of which lead
to uncontested layups. John Colombo was his usual self, filling
the nets for 21 points, many coming on jello like moves to the
hole.
See how easy it is? I should
know - I'm probably the alltime PAC leader in cliches,
dishing out an average of 37.8
per article. Oops, old habits are
as difficult to put aside as it is
to add more superlatives to an
already super season.

EDITORIAL BORED
Editor-In-Cognito . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daisy Gyro
Co-ed Itor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Curly Grunberger
Nudes Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Scoop McMenner
Key Editor ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dane Karl'!&
Naive Freshman Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barny Leos
Foreign Correspondent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Tootoongle
Telephone Operator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lenska Boustanl
Proton Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Mechanic
Calendar Girl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Denise Borkowski
Carroll Express .. . . . . . . . . . . . I n-d mare envelopes Janus
Dang Good Editor . . . . . . . . . . . ......... Android Ondrold
Copy Cat Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Gland llecko
Porno Graphics Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hank McCronk
Placement Person ..... . ......... . ... Mary Beth Jovorek
Dirty Laundry Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . Carl Folloclous
Cartoon Character . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Don No More

Business StuH
Monkey Business Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert Bozzarelll
Adverse Sizing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonette Cinderella
Mad Preservatives . . . ......... : ........ Gerald Arnold,
Donna Carlino, Ed Siess
Amounts Refundable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roxonn Blndas
Paclfleds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rita Delr
Faulty Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shari Weiss
The Corro/lnaon Ia pul>llahell oporolilcolly l>y o hope .... group of John C.rroll
maniacs whenever they can get away with tt.
Dea•ftlne for absurdities and unmentlonabl" It Thurscl.y lo#lowl,. the lnten~
eel WedneMiay publlmtlon. Tit• Conollnewz reserv•• the right to -.troy letten
ond change tha olpho ... t. Artlclas will not ... occept..t unl_. thoy ore chlcJren.
scrotchocl on UMII ch-t sheets ond signed Alcoholic Anonymoua.
lliltorlol opinions expre..... In Tlte Corrollnewr do not nec-rlly ...1 _ to
ony- ot oil. lhoy appear on thoM peges vlo The Twilight Zone. Activities per.
formed by Johnny Carroll are not neceuorlly, aay.
The Corrollnawa oHica Is located In tho tun.,.b under tho Quod • .._lly o subversive pul>llcotlon, lite Corrollneonla a,_..., of tho - 1 - l l w l h , . . _ A-1•·
tlon onll tho Ohio Clon4estl.,. Preu Orgenlaotlon.
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by C. Fillichiofest
Hi, Hi-great weekend, really
great. Had an absolutely fab
time at all functions. Everyone
who was anyone was there.
Major party time started Fri·
day when the girls from Murphy
hosted a beach party out on the
q uad. (See Picture) Tropical
music abounded when the grr·ls
had the quad turned into the

North Coast's version of Miami.
Sand covered the entire area (the
girls had eaten all the grass at
last-weekend's annual graze-out)
along with beach blankets and
lots and lots of sun tan lotion.
The girls had plenty of activities
planned like bounce the butter
ball and the three mile man
chase. The guys had their share
of fun as well. The teenie·weenie

bikini contest was a huge sue·
cess. Contestants all received
the diet book of their choice.
Winner selected her bathing suit
prize from the Omar's catalog. If
you missed the Murphy beach
bash, you missed the biggest
event on Campus.
Saturday afternoon; in Room
0 ne, h ousmg
· h os ted commuter
A wareness nu,p.y. T ours were
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EXCEPTIOIAL
MAIAGEMEIT
OPPORTUIITIES
For exceptional College Grads
(and those whe are soon to be)
CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

•
•
•
•
•
•

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AVIA I
L;
MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

given to commuters from all four
classes which featured points of
interest like the mail room, the
dorms, the rat, and the cafeteria.
Stated one senior commuter,
"You mean the campus extends
past the Administration Build·
ing? "

Some of the better works of art
were on loan to the Cleveland
Museum of Art, but some of the
new works (Monet and Matisse)
were hanging. Loved the solid
oak game room, the extensive
collection of rare books, and the
bedroom which rivaled the Ritz
Saturday night Rodman Hall Carlton. Happy to know that
· ·
was the swmg1ng
p 1ace to b e ! Camp Carroll has rediscovered
While some stu d ents were Rodman as the new place to
grooving down in the basement party . It seems that the
to the sounds of The Weather residents been keeping it a secret
Girls. other checked out the for too long a time.
rooms in Rodman. Well this
Looking forward to: Party in
reporter just marveled at all the the park this Friday, if we're
trouble the Jesuits had taken for lucky and if it doesn't rain. Saga
the bash. Naturally the Water· has planned another weenie
ford Crystal was out (they didn 't roast and bean bonza. Be there
want to use t he good st uff). or be square.

Florida in October
by Jimbo Bryte
At last, Florida in October! Ed
I;>erney says he will sponsor
another trip to Florida when he
learned that the University
Rules Committee announced last
Thursday night the decision to
have a fall mid-term break in
October of '83. The decision was
announced by University Presi·
dent Thomas P. O'Malley S.J.
The fall mid-term break will be
from October 13-21 1983. In
order to compensate for the ad·
ditional week of break, classes
for Fall Term of 1984 will begin
Thursday August 25, 1983.
" The fall mid-term break will
be an experiment," said Dr.
Lavin. Vioe President of Student
Affairs," the University has had

many complaints over the years
from students, faculty, admini·
stra.tion, and staff about the
long stretch of work in the fall
semester. If the outcome of the
break is positive, then the
University will mandate a an·
nual fall mid-term break."
The Board
had
been
manipulating the institution of
fall break over the last three
years. Based on a comprehensive
study, done by the National
Research Foundation, students
at John Carroll have better
study habits, health and mental
attitudes in the spring due to the
spring and Easter breaks. Let·
ters of announcement will be
mailed to student's homes Wl,Y
next week.
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Send your resume or c~ll
Navy Officer Programs Manager
lnterport Plaza Ill
16101 Snow Road
Brook Park, Ohio 44142.
cau ·collect (216) 676-0490

BURGER
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CEDAR AT MIRA.MAR

CAMPUS .DROG INC.
oners ·a 10°/o DISCOUNT on all
Prescription Items to_JCU Students
-CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON FAIRMONT BLVD.-

Only a few minutes from campus.
Stop in today and bring this coupon for your discount.

20621 FAIRMONT BLVD.

.

PHONE: 371-1234

----------------VALUABLE COUPON-------.- - - - - - - - ,
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Offer expires May 18 , 1983. Umit one covpon per purchase with I. D.
1 •
(Offer good for JCU Faculty and Staff as well , with 1.0.)
1
CAMPUS DRUG
We honor prescriptions from other pharmacies. PHONE: 371-1234 I

ON PRESCRIPTION
ITEMS

TO JCU STUDENTS

------~----~----------------------~-------'

FRIE
DELIVERY!
Pizza and Salads nightly!

932-0272
2255 Warrensville Cntr.
University Heights
(South of Cedar)

